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General Discussion

This document was prepared as part )f a project to explore the possibilities
of applying quality control techniqzes for improving the design and production
of computer-based information processing systems, and more specifically for
improving computer progame. Most people who have studied the subject agree
that measures of merit, except at a primitive level, are lacking in the
computer software field; we know when a program fails tc vork, but not what Is
needed to make it "work better"--nor, indeed, what the expression "work better"
means in any operational sense. They also agree that if we are to produce
"better" software, we must first find a meaning for the word "better" in this
context; and, second, find some way of recognizirig degrees of merit, so that
effort can be guided in the right direction. Anyone undertaking to study
these problems naturally wants to know whether any significant work has
already been done; or, if not, at least whether other people have thought
about the problem and arrived at any useful conclusions. This document
consists of a set of reviews of some 60 papers, reports, articles, and books,
all selected for their possible bearing on the subject of quality control in
information processing.

A true "Review of The Literature" was obviously impossible, because of the
vide dispersion of possible sources: these would include (among others) .
journals in Russian, Japanese, Chinese..., together with in-house papers and
graduate theses almost without number. Availability was a primary criterion
ror selection. This led necessarily to a concentration on SDC and RAM
reports. Ouch a concentration is perhaps not as objectionable a" one miebt
ouppose. One correspondent in another orgenization to whc I wrote for
possible leads replied, "I would expect ODC to be the best source of this kind
of information." Apparently 8DC has the reputation of being a pioneer in the
software field. Many people at SDC have expressed interest in the qtality
control problem and have written reports presenting their ideas, and at least
some of these authors have presumably been conversant with current p- ogress
elsewhere. But even within SDC, it has not been possible to review every one
of the thousands of documents produced during the company's history. Papers
were selected for review because (a) somebody recommended them; (b) the title
contained suggestive words (like Quality Control, or Performnce Mesasres);
or ) the author of the paper was known to be working on some allied problem.
The ume method of selection served also for non-SDC publications.

The total contribution of all these papers is small. Not one of them is in-
dispensable, and all of them put together fail to provide a firm basis for
further work. The reviews here presented have mainly a negative value: they
my save a future researcher the labor of acquiring, reading, and discarding.
If he wants to review saw literature, he will at any rate nut have to review
this particular literature. If he decides to review some of this particular
literature anyway, he my, perhaps, be able, by looking over ýe reviews, to
pick out papers more likely to reward his efforts than papers selected at

Best Available Copy
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random, or because they have attractive tit-.r, Selection by title can be
especially hazardous; some cf the least va2uable LApers reviewed actually use
the words "Quality Control" in their titles.

I have said that all the reviewed documents put together do not provide us
with a firm basis for further work; by this I mean that they are of no help.
Many of them are nearly or quite unrelated to our task. A few contain good
discussions of the need for quality control, but these deal with the
destination, not with ways for getting there. An even smller number give
charts of trails that have been tried and abandoned; but in no case is the
information complete enough to allow us to assert confidently that a parti-
cular trail can be dismissed as impossible. Not one of the trails described
was folloved long enough, and persistently enough, to establish it as either
promising or unpromising; in fact, one might almost say that in each instance
the explorer selected a path, followed it for a short distance, found that it
did not lead to a paved superhighway, and then turned back.

But I do not say that the collection of reports is valueless. Scne of them
explain, quite convincingly, why it is important for us to cross the mountains.
They do not help us find a way across, but they do help us to choose among the
four possible courses of action. Others tell about approaches that the
authors thought might be worth trying; these are speculative, but the specu-
lations of informed people are entitled to consideration. Among the documents
we find a few charts of trails actually followed for a short distance. I have
selected sixteen papers for separate presentation and discussion; these are
reviewed in Appendix A. In my opinion, these sixteen contain everything of
value to be found in the entire collection. This is not to say that the
rejected papers contain no useful ideas, but only that these ideas are
discussed adequately (and I think better) in the selected group. There is
necessarily some repetition even within the sixteen; this is good, as it
suggests sone agreement among the authors.

Appendix B contains reviews of all the other documents examined. Most of
these reviews are brief, but a few are longer, presenting as much of the
original as seemed interesting or useful. The report ends with Appendix C, an
index, alphabetical by authors, of all the papers reviewed.
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Appendix A

The Sixteen Valuable Reports

The following is a listing of the sixteen valuable reports. In three cases,
several reports are considered together as a group. The order of listing is
chronological, beginning with the earliest date. For groups, the date
assigned is the date of the earliest paper in the group.

Page 6 Interviews with SDC Management, Corporate Management System Staff,
FN-686o/ooo/oo, 7 September 1962.

7 Programming Languages and Standardization in Command and Control,
J. P. Haverty and R. L. Patrick, RAND Document U4-3W?-PR,
January 1963.

8 Management Aspects of Compter Programming for Comand and Control
) Systems, V. LaBolle, SP-000/000/02, 5 February 1963; Management of

Computer Programing for C onand and Control Ustems: A Survey,
K. Heinze, N. Claussen, and V. LaBolle, T4-903/000/02, 6 May 1963;
Ouality Control in Computer Program Development, V. LaBolle, an
undated paper which appears to be a draft.

11 A ummary of Lessons Learned from Air Force Managament Surveyr
AsSCP 375-2, 1 June 1963.

11 Prog and System Testin (Chapter 16 of a projected book),
N. E. Willmorth, N-1979/370/00, 28 April 1964 (the first section
is titled "Program System Quality Control").

14 An Approach Toward Quality Control, P. V. Mclsaac and
F. D. O'Connor, N-LX(L)-62o/000/00, 4 June 1964.

18 Factors that Affect the Cost of Compnter Programming: A Quanti-
tative A-•lss, L. Farr and H. J. Zagoruki, 'Ml47/001/0,
31 August 1964.

18 A Technique for Improving the Mana tm•.nt of a Contuter Installation,
R. L. Patrick, PAND Memorandum M-42 32-PR, September 1964.

19 Training and Job Performnce Validities of Pro~m r Trainee
Selection Variables, T(-2172, and Validity of Pr M0' 9
selection Variables, TI-2173, both by DalliK7 Ferr .71iiid
9 December 1964.
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race 20 C2pater Status q, R. L. Patrick, SP-1947, 15 ecember 19614.

21 The Correlation of Computer Propmlng Quality with Testing Effort,
A. E. TAcker, TN--19/000/00, 26 January 1965.
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Interviews with DC Managament, Corporate Managment S stem Staff,
,W Ol000, September 192.

This document presented management personnel with a series of questions,
and on page 4, we read Question 3, part D, "How would you try to convey
to management the quality of the work?" This question is clearly
relevant to our subject, since any attempt to convey the quality mast
imply some sort of estiate of quality. And on page 9, wv have sno
answers; I quote now, the bottom Paragraph on page 9: "Question 3-D
asked for wys of conveying quality to management. In slight variance
with the intent of the question, most interviewees vert 'trt of all
concerned with ways of measuring quality. Many expressed concern over
the difficulty of even determining the quality of softv- -e. Suggestions
for improving quality control at SDC also appeared. All responses to
this subquestion were treated as belonging in a single major information
category."

On page 11, there is another question: "Have corporate goals been
clearly established agiinst which the contract can be veighed?" And
on page 12, two more questions: "Is the proper skill six available
within SDC?" and then, two lines further down: "Do ve have available
the proper skill mix?" which seems to be the same question. On pas 13:
"Can qua)tty be reasonably measured and reported?" On pap l1: *Are
reports available to insure that the most effective control can be
exercised over the project?" Farther down: "Are adequate control
meamires being e~loyed?" and still further: "Nave proper criteria
been established to judge the adequacy or the prodct?" In the body
of the paper, percentages are given of the number of management
personnel that shoved some concern with the.question. On one table
we'have from 88 to 100 percent of the management personnel concerned
with quality. In another table we have from 0 to 38 percent. On
page 21 we read, about the middle of the page, "A sumary cnmnt
reflecting frequent stated opinion is, 'Generally, we at SDC produce
too many reports, and they are to complex. We need simple ummary
reports which pinpoint key facts and serve as a basis for special
requests for detailed reports.' Eight coments specifically supported
theopsition that SDC needs to eliminate unnecessary reports or parts
thereof." Then another quote, farther down the sme pep: "One
significant obser-ation voiced by several cautions that remaa rParts
in their present form are not the general source of decislon e 0bee-

that information for decision making generally stems from personal
contact or ad hoc information reporting. The reopla ly written report
in standard tobrt becomes a usefuil historical docment but does not
serve to keep the innapr informed of the true status of the project
at the working level."

On pap 51, there is a selection of statements from interview data, mad
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I quote a fey of these. ',•roiect. gpt ,et to be bothersome without
management support or feed pc." . F n, '`hen lover management feels
that the information is aItt,-lin n •,-', the quality of the infor-
mation will improve." M4i; p;, %, re Interview comments: "If
you're on schedule, on budget, and your cuastomer is happy, this may be
the best measure of quality." And again, "Management should be more
concerned Vith quality and subordinates would find ways to report on
quality if they thought management were interested." On the last page.,
"I can recall no other instance of an attempt to obtain systematically
from within SDC at levels lower than the management council suggestions
for the improvement of anything." Further along: "Somebody should come
up vith a measurement of quality and quantity other than money spent."

It seems fairly clear that a good many of the people interviewed here
were concerned with the quality problem in the sense in which we are
talking about it) that is, the control of quality during production
rather than the repair or the correction of errors already produced.
Two or three of the intervievee comments are to the effect that if top
management displayed a really lively concern about quality, the produc-
tion personnel would find some way to report it. This has certainly
been the case in other establishments; as long as the general feeling
was that top management was not interested particularly in some aspect
of the work, that aspect was likely to be neglected by production
personnel. I think perhaps this observation may be the most valuable
pointer we can get from this particular document,

Pro gr ng Lanimages and Standardization in Command and Control,
J. Fe Haverty and H. Patrick, RAND Document 317- - , January 1963.

This document belongs to the mall group that propose definite measures,
and moreover, has the additional characteristic that it includes some
experimental data. On page 24, Table I, "Comparison of Compile and
Execute Times," we have some data tending to show that JOVIAL programs
take about twice as long to compile as FORTRAN program, and that the
JOVIAL execution time at best is equal to the FORTRAN time, and at worst
takes four times as long. On page 57, Table 1I, "Comparison of IM 650
Programing Steam," we have a comparison among four lanaagesp, with
compile or assembly times, time required to load program in computer,
number of chi-square solutions per minute, using the computer output;
and a similar problem (chi-square solutions per minute) without read
or punch instructions.

On page 31, we readp "The most glaring deficiency in the software area
is in performance parameters. This deficiency will remin until ve
develop a cost and data collection endeavor and rigorously define each
process and subprocess in the programfing area. In the absence of these
definitions, already complicated interrelationships become indescrg bable.
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We must be able, at some point, to analyze multiple criteria and complex
performance trade-offs."

In my opinion, this document definitely belongs to the small class of
documents that must be reserved for close reading by anyone interested
in applying quality cc trcl to systems.

The next three papers are treated as a unit because of a common authorship.
These are Management Aspects of Computer Proraming for Cond and Control
System, V. LaBolle, SP-1000/000/02, 5 February 1963; Management of C
Progsraing for Command and Control Systems: A Survey, K.Heinze, N. Crlausen,
and V. LaBolle, TN-903/000/02, 6 May 1963; ana finally, an undated paper
which appears to be a draft; it does not bear an author's name, but it is by
V. LaBolle and has the title quality Control in Computer Proram Development.

The first paper, SP-l000, deals mainly vith costing, but since (in my
cpinion) cost control and quality control are very nearly opposite sides
of the same coin, it is appropriately included in this review. LW olle
measures proram output mainly by number of instructions, but on page 15
says as follows, "Although these charts provide some insight into pro-
grasming costs and their relationship to product size, the charts have
limited use for planning a large proaaming effort. Even if these data
were highly reliable, and a sufficient number of cases were available for
high confidence, the variables are missing that vould permit a msanager
to make accuate cost estimates for programing. Data are needed to
establish the relation between requirements and the size of the basic
product, i.e., number of instructions. Ways must be sought to assign
measures to requirements, such as complexity of the data-processing
tasks, size of the data base, and expected response time. These
measures, in turn, may be correlated with number Co instructions in order
to find which of these can be confidently used as predictors.

"A caveat is in order with respect to the use of the variable, number
of instructions or Brogr..size, as an exclusive measure of the Product.
The popularity of size as a measure Is really based almost entirely on
its availability. Other very important measures are needed to indicate
the value of a progsa: measures of quality, e.g., freedom from error;
performance, e.g., proram operation time; and convenience or 'usability'
are important to the custoer. An obvious shortcoming of progsa size
"as a measure of value is that clever, experienced progamers can
generate the sam logic with fever instructions than those needed by in-
experienced proprairs. Iyon if progaier capability vere a constant,
the variation in logical power of various machines and their order codes
say distort cnarisons between efforts in terms of progam sizt. Often,
in developing large progam systems, computer storame Is at a prusa
and programing effort is used to reduce the number of Instructions.
Therefcre, despite the availability of progrsa size as a basis for
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comparing programs, dangers exia. '4Lhe.• t io used without qualification."
Further on, on page 17, LaBolle enumerates, "Some other attributes bf
program design that miigtt be defined acore -recisely and possibly
measured," and lists mobil•rity, vertiatility, i'lexibility, coupling
capability (the ease of adding new l.ogic to the program and/or ease of
integrating it into a program system) and usability (the ease with which
personnel other than the designer can use the program).

Although these coments relate primarily to program costing, yet obviously,
a costing program is meaningless unless we have a measure of output; if
the output is twice an great, then a cost of twice as nuch would not be
out of line. This measurement of output in the crux of the quality control
problem, since it depends on the identification of output criteria.

The second doument, 24-903, begins with an abstract, which states in
part, "Managers have difficulty in controlling and planning propmmting
efforts without precise and detailed cost data, standard performance

sasures, and definitions of tasks and products. 1hovledge of managing
and developing computer programing systems must be extended and detailed,
and progrmming must be formalized." On page 1 of the document, there is
a list of papers which the authors regard as relevant, and on pae 2p & a
remark that is especially pertinent: "Project members had difficulty in
gathering accurate and complete numerical data." I think this difficulty
is going to hamper all attempts to improve understanding of cost relation-
ships and quality control until management decides that these are prime
questions on which substantial research effort should be expended.
Generally speaking, we should not expect program supervisors and machine
operators to take time out to supply data for research unless the effort
has some sanction at the top management level.

On page 10, we read, "Opportunities are plentiful for personnel to secure
jobs with increased salary and/or challenge, making it difficult for
pro pamng managers to keep their experienced people." ftrther down
the page, "ELgh personnel turnover impairs work continuity." This
point, it seem to me, has not been sufficiently recognized by other
authors. Many qualified observers have stated that the level of
technical writing in the United States is poor. If we have a high rate
of turnover among proprameers, and if they are not very skillful at
documenting their work, the inevitable outcome Is that much of their
work is lost. I have in mind in particular the documentation on the
COCMAJD Model, which was produced in the ARPA project from January 1963
to November 1964. Everything considered, I think the documentation on
this project was rather better than average; and yet, I believe it is
not nearly good enough to enable later workers to pick up the project
where It vas laid down. If my conjecture is true, then all the work that
vent into the COMAID Model is in effect lost; most of the personnei have
been terminated or transferred and future personnel attempting to perform
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a similar task will, in my opinion, prefer to do it over rather than try
to reconstruct it frow the documentation. In this connection, it is
pertinent to refer to pages 13 and 14 of the document nov under consider-
ation (TH-903), in particular Section C, which has the headings "Improved
Documentation, Production Control, Quality Control, and Inforistion
Retrieval."

"TM-903 contains a number of tables and other presentations of data
gathered in connection with earlier contracts, and so beloup to the
group of papers that present facts rather than those .hat are chiefly
speculative. Moreover, the section beginning on page 13 titled "Opinions
and Recsmandations," contains some fairly specific proposals.

The comments on the third paper will be brief, partly beoctuse most of the
ideas presented there are included in TM-903, and partly wecause the paper
has not been published and so is not available. Nevertheless, a few
questions and con ts seem to be In crder.

On pap l, "Ths developnant of improved quality control my be regrald
as an iterative process. Fleedback fr= attMts to institute 1m"ove-
menta vill lead to recopition of (1) vwat can and cannot be controlled,
(2) vtal techniques are best and (3) whether the effort is paying off....
With respect to orguniational structure, the clear-cut assipment of
responsibility and authority for various aspects of quality control Is
destrable. On the other hand, "lity control goals and methods =ait be
universally understood and aped with. Improved qLality control Is
almost Impossible without mass participation....81ple techniques used
consistently can improve quality control."

In this document, LaBolle maims a proposal of z 1odAl interst, consider-
ing the importance of good documentation to the Ieservation of week in
systens and propailing. On page 18, "Documents could also be rated for
understandability, by using a scheme such as that developed by Fleach
(The Art of Readable Writing, R. Fleach, Collier Books, 1963, paperback).
Uisi jimiming or Too percent inspection, Flesch shows bow to measure
.radability in terse of interest and ease of reading. Interest, for
example, is a function of short sentences and the use of many syllables-'
An alternate to the Tlesch Index is that proposed by Robert 0unning In
a booklet, 'Nov to Take the Fog out of VritJnf," iublished by the
Dartnell Corporation, Chicago 40, Illinois, copyright 19". This
booklet of 64 pap@ seml a good kind of thing for the Corporation
to. supply to ali personnel involved with dousntation, even if the
proposed index is not used.
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A 8umwz'y of Lessons Learned frý,ti Aii c, M-,an.ag_,._ement Surveys, ASSC P 375-2,
1 June 1963.

This is an official publcn":,n oi the Air Force. On page 57, we have
a subject: Quality Assurixa.: Audits not Effective. Among nymptoms of
basic deficiencies we find listed. "(piality procedures not followed,"..
"Production frequentlyfailed to meet contract specifications," "lack of
comaunication between quality, reliability, engineering, manufacturing
and test personnel," "inadequate manning of quality assurance organiza-
tion," "incomplete support of top management," "quality audit results
not enforced," "lack of follow-up to evaluate effectiveness of corrective
action," and among desirable actions by contractors, "increased staffing
of quality audit department," "QA trend charts and trend levels
established," "quality review board established," "continuous surveil-
lance" and "provide for Air Force feedback of malfunction data."

This document appears to be applicable mainly to hardware procurement,
but the type of difficulties listed under the quality assurance heading
are those that would be associated with any quality problem. To my way
of thinking, many of the points made in this document in connection with
quality assurance could be carried over into the quality control of
software, if we had some sort of basic approach to the evaluation problem.
Obviously, the Air Force document does not provide us with this.

Prom and Syste Testing (Chapter 16 of a projected book), N. Z. Willmorth,
W-197U9/370/00) 26 April 1964 (the first section is titled "Program System
Qulity Control").

Vith respect to its coverage of the quality control problem, this document
is the longest and the most comprehensive of the documents examined.
From page 1, I quote the following: "Unless a comprehensive plan for
insuring product quality is adopted that insures continuous product
review throughout the process, adequate quality cannot be expected of
an ultimate product that is often poorly defined and whose attainable
performance is uncertain and involves considerable innovation or risk.
Further, production of a large program system Is so expensive and lengthy,
that the only real alternative to a faulty product is either to forego
the system entirely or to live with an inefficient and ineffective system
until it can be replaced. Although the greatest interest in quality
assurance lies in such ultimate products as programs and operator's
manuals, quality is not just something to deliver to a customer, but is
part and parcel of the pride in workmanship associated with a responsible
and professional attitude. Therefore, a quality control program cannot
be based upon a single acceptance test or even a series of program tests,
but upon a continuing program of quality assurance from the initial
statement of system requirements to the final shakedown of the program
system in an operating environment. Quality must be assured, not just
of programs, but of the morass of intermediate plans, desiges, and
documentation leading up to and suplorting them.
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"Although a good program system development team autmaitically does the
best job it ia capable of, it is the managemnt s task to establish the
criteria of quality for both products and performance mad to set forth
the procedures that vwil make sure that these goals are being attained.
Not only must adherence to performance requirements and product character-
istics set forth by the customer be observed,, but to the convmations and
standards adopted by the project to insure greater efficiency In production
wad mietamance of the product. Some standard@ are, fixed by the con-
straints rad 14azttations of the production system (computer and uitility
system) and some by the criteria of good progravuing practices and the
state of tohe art. Finally, criteria and methods must be set for the
detectican of the legions of minor clerical and logical errors, that almost
invariably 41,p through to crop up from time to timie during system
operation. Anagement' a main taskF, then., are making sawe that precise
and accurate quality specifications exist, that searching inspection,
and review procedures are established wan observed, and finally, that
the importance of doing good work is stressed In the goals of the project
and In the evaluation of performance."

The foregoing quotation is the entire opening section titled "Program
System Quality Control." Willmorth goes or with sections titled
"Adherence to Specifications," "Adherence to Programming Principles,"
"Adherence to Standards," "Constraints and Lim-2tations," sand "Logical
and. Clerical Errors." He then has a. section titled "Integrating System
Quality Uvaluations": 'Insuring the qwUalty of such a monolithic prodvatp
composed as It is of largely conceptual and logical components, Is not an
easy task. Traditional statistical sampling techniques do not apply; each
product must be reworked until it does meet prescribed standards or Is
acceptable to the cuastomer. Further, it is muoh easier to apply quality
contro:l techniques to individual components than it is to the overall
system, often suboptimizing these at the expense of the system,0. tue
stops that must be taken in setting up a comprehensive quality control
program are (a) Identify those products whose quality must be assured....
(b) identify quality inspection procedures wAn tests...(d) Identify the
points where Inspections and tests are to be . , ()asipn firs
responsibility for conducting quality reviews zA for testifying that
standards have or hae" not been observed ..... (f) specify performance amd
quality standards for, quality reviews and re..a* * @,As for MW other
product, conventions and standads should be set forth for the format
and content of review reports and forms."

la sections that Inmedlately follow, we 1ave a subsection titled
"Developing Product Quality Criteria": "Quality controa Plan must
specify procedures for reviewing specifications as th4V appear wan
either phrasing the specification statements such that required perfor-
mance and strucotural criteria are evident or extracting from the
specifications the levels of quality that must be observede... Quality
criteria awe In general more than a specification statemmnt; both a
desired state and allowabl.e tolerances should be determined."0
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In the next section, under 'Q&.ii, y A -. nce Procedures": "It ib
important that at least a minimum .zet ;:' pro.xedures be established as
a guide and to encoura~ge adieq.:,at " r& ', s... . Unless the test procedures
and requirements are quiter Lweau- aý.l we2• sTructured, much redundant
testing may be done and test-rP 7. .1 ;t. kely to be as comprehensive as
it should be." The next 3ectl . : "i'led Performance Evaluation," says,
"A frequently neglected aspect of the quality control program is the
establishment of appropriate performance standards for quality review
personnel....Quality control programs should establish criteria for
adequate reviews and procedures for review evaluations. Management
must take note of such procedures, since performance evaluation is
largely a management concern, and use them to encourage and enforce
adequate product reviews."

This document (which contains 94 pages) continues in very much the same
vein, presenting the reasons why quality control is necessary and the
objectives that a quality control program ought to attain. There are
numerous flow diagrams, and some examples of what Willmorth regards as
possible procedures: for example, on page 48, we find "A Sample Assembly
Test Plan," which details the purpose of the test, identifies the programs
used., and gives the inputs and outputs. On page 66, Willmorth discusses
"Organizing for Program Quality Control," and says, among other things,
"If quality control is to be at all effective, it must have the whole-
hearted support of the project management. It is top management who
determines objectives sets policy and defines the scope of project
activities. It provides the impetus in establishing product and
performance standards, and generates the energy with which these are
enforced. In top management lies the ultimate responsibility for
quality and from there stems the authority for insuring that quality
is enforced. If project management neglects its duties, efforts to
establish and enforce goals of quality at a lower level are built upon
a base of sand....It must be recognized that a quality assurance program
Is not just a way of checking up on subordinates, but a methodological
approach to the organization's assuring itself that the desired quality
does exist."

It does not seem practicable to quote at any greater length from this
rather' long document. The general flavor is, I think, fairly represented
in the extracts given. I, for one, do not quarrel with the author's
statements; ther appear to present the problem and define the objectives
as completely as need be. Nevertheless, the document still leaves open
the question, "How, in practice, are these desirable objectives to be
attained?" We need, in short, an engineering approach to the problem;
one that carries out the steps called for by Willmorth. One of these
steps, for example, is to set up quality criteria and devise procedures
for insuring that these criteria are satisfied. What we need now is to
perform this operation in a specific case. Willmorth points out that
basic quality requirements should come from specifications, either

0 - , - -
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directly or by interpretation. We need to take an actual specifioation
and extract from it the quality criteria, and see just hov this is to
be done.

The next three documents are tied together by a common concept and a cosn
authorship. The first of these is An Approach Toward %.ality Control,
P. V. Mclsaac and F. D. O'Connor, N-IX(L)-621/000/00, 4 Am l96 •. The
min characteristic of these documents is that they propose a definite
kind of device, namely, "system catalog" as an adjunct to quality control.

I quote from the earliest of the documents. The opening paragraph
reads: "The establishment and conscientious employment of sound
quality control techniques is as necessary to the production of a
computer base system as to the more conventional applications of
manufacturing. Quality control techniques, however, need not depend
upon strict statistical sampling and anlysis. Control my be achieved
in a variety of ways, including both concrete tools (e.g., CMUMO ,PET
charts) and sound methodolog (e.g., state-of-the-art techniques). The
end must not be confused vith the means. The end is to obtain quality
through control. The mans must only achieve this and within the
bounds of practicality and efficiency.

"New system, however, pose new problem which necessitato the developmnt
of new controls. Toward this end, the following device, wdhch we tam a
system catalog, has been conoeptualised. The systm catalog will serve
for the collection and description of system data. •everal of its
primay advantages are envisioned as follows: (i) provide an accurate
and up-to-date description of all system inputs and outputs, (2) provide
"a crosscheck between operational design end the real world,, (3) provide
" mas to interact with outside agsdcies, (4) provide a saroe of
informtion for changes to the prop'sm, (5) provide for accurate Inter-
proiam commanication (6) provide puidance and control for the efficient
str•cturing of data, 17) provide a description of the relatiomahpetWen
operational desip and prosan desip, (8) provide a convenient scume
for the rapid updating of crucial chanpe... .It is hoped tha¶t a realietic
attitude will be asumed tovard the catalog in order that it S beacme
an efficient and fruitful tool rather than an avkward and useless relic."

The follow som diapgas in which the systen catalog is ohm " an
Intermediate between the ape equipment requirmats and progem codingi
and then there Is a list of oanents that "igbt be in the catalog,
Pirt ve beve imputs: "teletype inputs, data l i•nuts, console
actions, keyboard actions, and processing." Thean ior oftuts, we have
"teletype outputs, category displays, tabular displays, special displays,
arms hard cop displays."

There is then at the close of the doewment what the vriter calls "a swla
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of a single 425L system inpit meesaqe roid its resultant outputs as it
would appear had it been extrated from a complete catalog." The remain-
ing seven pages of the docurmerat are taker. up by this attachment and this
shows, in tabular form, the vnrisus typec of inputs and outputs. The
table contains 12 columns and each h"a a hcading. There are cross-indexing
and various abbreviations in the table so that it's necessary to consult
some sort of dictionary or glossary to kmow what the entries mean.

i second paper is Initial Insights Toward System Quality Control,
P. V. Malsaac, ]-IX-6211100i00, 15 July 1964.

Apin, quoting from the document, "Quality control, in its broadest
sense, refers to the systematic control of those variables which affect
the excellence of an end product. Quality, however, is an abstract word,
unless related to definable and measurable characteristics of the product
involved, In this case, a proaraming system. But how does one define
the quality of a system? Obviously, one good measure would be the degree
to which it meets consumer requirements....Such a definition is, of

cwses, ouch too general, for what criterion measures does one use to
mUsfem adequacy and how and when are these administered? Such are the
reel problems of system quality control. But even at a general level,
ve can recognize two distinct quality control requirements: one is the
need for standards and specifications that establish the quality objec-
tives to be measured or evaluated, and the second is a more dynamic need The
to provide the devices and techniques by which such quality objectives P. V
are reached and subsequently maintained .... Control measures should first
be aimed at eliminating those assignable variables as opposed to chance
variables which might be system availability, maintainability, computing
efficiency or reliability. They might also include operating time,
ssteim size, expansion capability, flexibility to changes, or simply
a criterion that the system be operational in x *onthe....One of the
Setest stumbling blocks toward effective quality control in the past
has been a poor recognition of just what was to be controlled.

"One major bulwark standing squarely in the path toward more effective
quality control is the very conception of the term itself. The develop-
mart of a system does not currently consist of a single process but is
more a series of large complicated processes involving a collection of
professionals vhose needs for quality control and thus their interpreta-
tion thereof are as diverse as their background@ and duties. System
quality control cannot be limited solely to inspection or measurment,
since a system, by its very nature, must be kept under continuous ongoing
control. There is no scrap pile for a system which 'ftils to meaure up
to inspection criteria.' Inspectior is but one necessary and admittedly
neglected area among a number of devices, techniques, and methodologies
which enhnce the successfl development of the system and which must be
relepted both legelly and properly to the domain of quality control.

q
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"We can break these control needs into an inspection or measurement
function and a control or production function.

"One must readily accept the fact that any one set of quality control
techniques will necessarily fail to satisfy an entire system'F, needs.
It seemIs we must rather concentrate on control requirements according to
area and function .... We might attempt to develop techniques to aerist
management in controlling the production of a systev or design e tool to
assist the technician to better check the logic of his code.

"A narrow definition of the term quality control must not serve to
restrict the means by which system quality is achieved. All means
effective in developing higher quality must be given consideration.
First consideration, of course, should be aimed at improving our current
methods of operation .... It may become necessary to revamp or even discard
old methods .... This seems to be the current plight of the system develop-
ment process. Although we admit to inefficiency and lack of quality, we
nevertheless are reluctant to adopt any device or methodology which fails
to use the current basic approach to the process....Perhaps we should be ex-
,a.aining the process itself rather than attempting to plug elusive holes
",eated by the process and tagged with the label 'lack of quality control.'"

he third docunent is Model of a System Catalog for Qality Controlt

. V. MclIsaac and F. D. O'Connor, N-IX-(L)-621/f2/0,OO 5 August 1l.

The first paragraph reads as follows, "This Note is the third in a series
of documents produced on the subject of quality control techniques for
computer system. It represents a further development of the initial
concept of designing an input-output catalog to be used as the controlling
source for operational and program system design." The bulk of this paper
consists somthing like 24 fold-out sheets printed out from a coIpter
and shoving an actual form that in the authors' opinion ebodies the type
of system catalogs they have in mind. This catalog apparently would con-
tain quite a sizeable body of descriptive information, and on page 4,
under subheading *Using Catalog Sections in Other Capacities," w read,
"In addition to the conventional catalog application as a central agant
for the collection and description of system data, each section of the
catalog might also serve other purposes. For example, Section 2, Data
Base, has been designed so as to retain the characteristics of the
s)-bolic COMPOOL. Instead of modifying the COKPOOL structure, catalog
con Lol cards were added to each table description. Vith ony trivial
modifications to the COG'L assembly program, this section could easily
serve the dual f.Anction of catalog section and symbolic CMOOL. go
additional manpcwer need then be explnded to maintain a symbolic
CWK3L unique to catslog Section Two. Section Three migbt also be
used in the capacity of a set/used listing, thereby reducing the need
for such a function being produced independently of the catalog."
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The next section is titled "Trnnact cof s Sk"stem Catalog on Existing
Specifications." "The inter.4 of the proposed system catalog is not to
supplement the contents of )rerational a•d program design specifications
but to constitute the prLn7.vy ;ind controiling source for system outputs
and inputs. It should there/ol-e be assemed that if a system catalog
evolved from the onset of acquisition, the current contents of design
specifications would probably differ. The existence of a system catalog
Would obviate the need for some of the detailed design Informmtion that
currently exists in operational and program des!ign specifications. In
all likelihood, operational specifications would be subject to fever
chages (and inconsistencies) in addition to being a more meaningful
document for customer review and concurrence. A system catalog should
not be Just another source of information, otherwise its primary
purpose (to control) is defeated."

This is the end of the quotations from the three documents, all indexed
under the primary designator of N-LX-621. It seems to me that in comment-
Ing upon these documents, it is necessary to regard them in two aspects.
The firit of these aspects, which is best illustrated in document number
two and in some of the quotations from document number one, deals with
the writer's concept of the quality control problem--its difficulties
and s of the requirements of a valid quality control effort. The
second aspect deals with the proposal for a system catalog. In this,
the authors got down to a concrete recommendation, and supplement it
with a rather extensive sample catalog, presumably intended to shov
what such catalogs ought to be like.

I can only agree wholeheartedly with Mclsaac's interpretation of the
qWality control problem, with hls philosophy of quality control, and
with his broad ideas of how the problem must be approached. I agree
that a doctrinaire limitation to some particular method or control device
vould be a mistake. I agree that various aspects of system production
and checkout will require different methods. I agree that though system
testing is Important and probably could use much additional effort, yet
It must be distinguished fro, process control. I think it perfectly
possible that in order to achieve this control, it my be necessary for
us at least to investipte quite revolutionary new methods of system
production. In fact, I might almost say that McIsaac has exessed NW
Opinions about the broad quality control problem quite a• ll as I
co1ld have expressed them myself.

With repect to the second aspect of these papers, the "lsystm catalog"
device, I feel such more hesitant. I do not se that Mctisem MA O'Conor

he it clear hay this system catalog is to be used in practical quality
control. In fct, I so not see how this listing of inputs and outputs
v=ld help a mnaper in any wy. The senles given In doommts 1 and 3
axe not legible to oenaprs without Special training; not only would it
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be necessary to understand the tabular arrangement, but the person using
the catalog printout vould also have to be familiar with a considerable
vocabulary of abbreviations and co@Wter jargon. The catalogs thaeselveq
are quite voluminous. They do not have the property of, say, a quality
control chart, that the observer may assimilate a large amount of inform-
tion at a single glance; one gets the impression, rather, that the catalog
vould at best be a source of information vhich vould then need further
processing before it could be presented as a display to the quality
control supervisor. In short, it is not at all clear to me how this
system catalog could be used, nor that any substantial ares of quality
control is covered by the system catalog.

I acquired so high a respect for the authors through the general philosopkV
of quality control as expressed in document tWo, that I prefer to close
theme comments vith reservations. It my yell be that the system catalog
can be used as the basis for certain important control data that Vould
solve part of the quality control problem. It may even be that the
method of its use is implici- in the papers, and that it is clear to
more preceptive minds than mine. The fact remains that I do not see
how it is to be used, and I suggest that the method of its application
vill need to be mad more explicit and described In simpler term before
it can be generally understood.

As the title implieso, this document is concerned rather vith the cot of
ccpter propmming than vith the task of maintaining or a"uring prop"m
quality. Rovover, on page 11, the authors point out, "Cost estimates are
used for evaluation. Equally important to the direct uses of bmroved
cost predictors are the indirect useo. Fbr example, predictors can be
sought that relate requirsmenti and resources to the method used to
control costs."

Although TK-1447 does not address itself particularly to the quality or
performace problm, yet in m• opinion, it should be part of the library
of anyme vorking on systm quality and performence.

A Teftle or 1=1g te jft t of a Ca tee' Zntallatiou,

This, like an earlier NUM doemot by Nttrlck and kverty, he* the mrit
of rocoending specific proposals and presenting saw dta. On pap It
in the Introftetion, w r•ed,, The conclusions of a previous Wmranta
(reforvece here to the trick-vwerty paper) stressed the fet that
tee are no gemeally accepted measures of performance for oeater-
basd sysrt . In tW discussiou that follow" pAblIcatton of that
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Memorandum, some concluded taat any meastre of performance is sufficient
to isarove the present state of af'airc. An informal technique exists
and is being employ•-d by somc mnagers ct •omputer installations, but to
date, none of them has fnrmai: ze4 arid docawented the technique. It was
decided worthwhile to forma ize the existing technique and to make it
available for possible use by others."

The method proposed by Fatrick is, however, only indirectly a method of
quality control; it is much more closely related to cost control, and, in
fet, is described by Patrick as a type of cost accounting. Patrick
divides the activities of a ccmputing center into 24 categories, and
proposes that separate costs should be assessed in each category. He
prsents specimen for=s that he thinks might be used, together with
emples of how they should be filled in.

Although the Patrick paper seems to deal with cost rather than with
quality control, it my be as well to btEr in mind that these tvo aspects
of ammzagment are very closely related. Any system that vould give us a
better understanding of costs would almost automatically give a better
understanding of quality. Although the methods of assesnent produced
by Patrick do not relate directly to quality, yet this documnt mnt, I
believe, be selected for careful reading by anyone who proposes to
continue with quality control in systems.

T" papersP ra and Job Performance Validities of Pro r Trainee
D3eletion Vaibles, 114-2172, and Valilty of Proom Ie t*ct

MLTaee', UD-2173, both by tallis K. Perry, both to 1

lbee documents report essentially the same data, 11-2173 being more in
the nature of a umary and more informal.

7ese documents are of interest to the present sarvey only because they
Inelude performnce measure, which would necessarily be closely related
to, If not Identical with, measures of the quality of a progwsr's
output. Data vere collected on 452 trainee#,, including a~p sex, level
of education, and scores on the PM (prisary mental ability) test and
the OM1 peral intellipence test. Also available were gmdes aarded
in training courses, first in Q-7 propramming and later in SAM progrsm-
sain. On-the-Job perforance va meared by several c-iterion variables,
Ancluding length of Maolm t, salaay progrss, salary review rating, and
clasification progress. Curimsly eaoua, the largest eorrolation me
bete e&aation and salary ropeas for traineee vbo took the LU
SOWMee, and this aonrlation coetficiaut Vas noItive a•d saipiicant at
the 1 per t level. Unforttuately, tk relatitobip was not couflzwd
with trainee who did not take the SAGM coLw-; the corrlation Woefti-
eient here we a&&in neptive, but equal only to -. 01. If the neptive
cowelation hwd aeem eoufirmed for both grm4os, It sSgt be iteresting
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to try the performance of persons -wi-th onl.y a .'cur"Ot-grsde educaioa.
Several of the positive correlation coefficients attained sigificanoe
at the 1 percent level, though this fact must be discounted when we
remember that 80 such coeffi•cients vere compted for Table 8 in 231-2172.
The predictor that gve most consistent positive correlations with the
four criterion variables vas number of dependents, and even here, the
largest correlation coefficient vs .23, suggesting that 95 Percent of
the variability is still unaccounted for.

Though the correlation coefficierts obtained in this study are not
exceptionally sall in comparison vith those obtained in most validation
studies, yet they are much too small to form the basis for an operational
quality control system. To put the same statement differently,, VC do not
kov vhether the predictor variables are in fact related to performance
by any strong relationship, nor are ve sure that the criterion variables
such as salary progess and salary review rating are valid measures of
on-the-job performance. The conclusions of these two papers, that the
tests proposed have sa value in aiding In progammr selection, ar
not disputed; but if a quality control procedure is to support day-to-
day actions, a performance criterion is neided with a such smaller
standard deviation than is tndicated for the criteria used hee. Perry
obtains better correlations, of course,, by using a weighted, ccabiniation
of predictors; but this impovement would itself have to be valldated by
a repe titon of the *W~sriinnt. In any case,, It sems unlihely that the
pwtrnooe measume used Iy ?ewry ane sufficient for rutine quality'
control purposes,

C€anter Status q0o, R. L. Patrick, SP-1947, 15 Daoesber 1961.

Unlike the other documant by Patrick, this one does not contain wW da•, "
It does contain, begonn' g on pap 21, a suggsted sequence of actions
for producing a progrm.. Patrick divides the total effort into seem
aets, each bf vhich is further divided into senems (Act VII consists of
a single sceme, Act V contains 12). The tone of such of the writing Is
smi t tonae in cheek, but It my ell be that a discussion of thie
kind ocull be valuable.

On ps4 1• 3, Patrick begins an epilosie, in vhich be ss in p-rt, *IMh
suthor Is not aware of say conoucrated ea t to solve th debugab ng
problea by understanding the dobugging proessN so that proper tools my
be prodaood to alleviate It. In the past, ve bave spent vaet smts of
inmy vi thbt a clear-cout objective or approved plan'm Patrick conclaide
his pe• ith the folloving senteacs#: 'Vs my desilp sost that anm
so 6mmnding that we mas mer mke teai vok. faba ise the Wef of the
eawtm proftssoal. Wbat a" e"citing tim to live.,

Altbhao I do not believe that this pow m ntialas an Iortat

= _ .. . • • =.naqmp- - •I Lm mB • "
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sugpstions for operational quality control or improvent, yet it
is readable and perhaps should be included in the quality control
analyst's mall shelf of books.

so Correlation of Comuter Programing Quality with Testing Iffort,
A-1. Tufter, 7N-2219/000/00, January 1965.

Among all the papers revieved, there are very few that propose an
Opeational scebme for evaluating any part of props production, but
this vmpr is one of those fev. Tucker has collected date on the number
of dis, png report forms as a function of time; the time, that is,
expended in searching for and finding progpming err-ors. There is a
modest body of theory, applicable to problems of proofreading or search,
that might be invoked in this kind of effort. Tucker presents sea
gapphs shoving how the number of errors discovered changs vith pro-
psmlve tine, and in the light of proofreading theory, it seaw quite
po•ible that sme mode of estination could be devised that voAld give
an estimte of the number of errors undiscovired after a pyaticula
Um,, using as input the numbýer )f errors already found. Tucker says
In part, on pap 32, "A quali..dive feeling or indication of the quality
of an individual progr•a can be obtaine* from the slope of the error
acoxmilation versus testing effort data plot. This feeling or indication
am be reinforced by the use of an estimated total error population for
the progm•....The relative quality of different comqxter progras caw
be established by a data normalizing prooe&uLre in which the total error
popalation for each program is established." TUcker Wes on to recommnd
that a awe extended and systemtic effort be mad* to collect data on
uiinbere of errors and testing iffort, and to nalyse these data. "Until

sufficient data is available to justify other standards, the qlity of
SID coiter products should be defined in terms of a nominal model based
upon the noruallied data presented in this report."

It Is so refteshing to find a docint vith a specifie opemtional
pWOOetre to propose, that perkape xW entbasiasm runs awy vith us;
nevertheless, the number of errors In a computer progra is certainly
m measure of its quality, and there does exist sowe statistlial theory
that vold allr. its estimation, folloving the lines sugpmtod by Tucker.
I think this doent m=st be placed very bhiM in the stack of docuents
to be considered sericusly In deciding how to continue vith the problem
of quality control.
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Appendix B

This Appendix contains reviews of all documuts considered but not included
in the selected 16.

Co trer Pro~ Bytem Develognt Kilestones, no author, WD Nxhibit 6 1-17A,
no dte.

This domuwnt "defines the contenr of the c•puter program developmmt
milestones products to be delivered to the Air Force." It doe not
present specific methods of quality evaluation, but it does indicate
that the Air Force expects so sort of quality standazr4 to be
observed. For exmawle, on pe 21, it speaks of acceptance criteria,
"Outputs checed and any particular results to be noted are checked.
Possible data to be preserved for other tests should be identified."
This on Milestone 5. There is another requirinnt, under Milestoe U,
that calls for quality recording and reporting, thoug sain with no
sugsted mesunre of performance.

The docamet is of no valu, for ougpsting specific quality central
msuresj its only interest lies in the witneU it bea to the Air
Porce's intest in quality.

SACEProf Dlmentation s NIM o. 2--MmvtolBet upaField ite

This docuent Is included only because the title w sts It miblA;
have meterlal relevant to quality control; in fact, It cateias ba
such mterial. It Is chiefly an outline, aperently inteofed fbr
traIng instructors, showing boy ttay nligt prooeed at a fteld site
to break in me personnel.

%tse subject of testing is listed# with such headins as 'West
Phloseo ," Standard Tet Concept," -Additional Testing," and
"As sembly Test Procedures." Operational testing is dscribed only
in a very general wy. In my opinion, this document hae nothing
of interest for our ocse.

*Wv Do You Mneaue Useftl C~auter Time?* Automatic Data Procsing mINst,
volum 6, imber 5, March 196o, pups l-).7.

The abstract begins with the sentences, "'Masarrent of god and bad
ocepter tim is not easy. Sam activities my be considered fod
(i.e., productive) ad othersm-bad (or nonproductive), wile sem
my be open to doubt or re*Lrfd as nei ther. Te activities are

rouped under tbhse beainp: prevetive mlinteance, ac•ual
prodaction runs, dewlolmot of prog , tim lost due to ecomter
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faults, repair time of computer fau 1.ts, time lost dae to operator
or prorammer errors, idle time, miscellaneous occurrences." Further
alongt, the writer points out that tnere is no unique scale for the
mamurent of goodness or beAness in computer utilization and that
widely different figures for the same set of circumstances might be
obtained merely by applying different yardsticks. ge concludes with
the recommendation, "It is suggested that mnufacturers pt topther,
possibly under the auspices of the British Ccompter 8ociety, and 'settle
a formula that could be used for all installations and produce strictly
owgraba figures.'"

It em clear that here agin ve have a pointing out that the problem
Oistes, with not zmch specifie in the way of a proposed solution.

2 L& t Control, T. J. Snyder, N-18476, 22 june 1962.

3. border begins his paper with the following sentence, Porhape the
tint problem to te addressed in a vorking paper of this kind is that
of a cautious definition of the term quality control. At first blush,
of course, this torm does not ap3mar to be much more vape or difficult
thm scmo others we have lived with and used, but it Is. Quality control
IS a drsadful term made worse by increasingly pneral use wad id e.' )
After s preliminary discussion, Snyder resolves the roblem Into
recopihing two gneral classes of errors which he *alls system errors
and nonoystm errors, and the objective of quality control appears to
be the control of the frequency with which tbes errors occur. 3oth
system sad nonsy3tom errors uan occur as either randam or vhat &nder
alls mthodic; I quote now, "Nonsystam errors probably coiemoe the
bulk of anoy error packape. These run the put, from si~le, foolish
NIseWs to Vrest, irrevocable blunders. They are discouraging to
fin and Vors to b6 responsible for. Of all the types of errors we
060d most want to control, we are least likely to control theHe.
kt peraps we can find the meene to minliine tl-m.

'3U4s01 nonsystem errors are very bad things. They result frm keypanch
btIluWs, &dll pencilso, tird eyes, etc. Toese rmdam ersore am cr
Up alMost anywho in the production cycle, and In any msdim eWloyod.
2bey aM bad things." Further along in the paper, wv read, "Off line
eror checking bears the brunt of most so-called quality control opera
tions. It is here that the most sophistioated planning and amtive
thiking is needed, and has alwIys been lacking. Normally, in a highly
e00lex systMm, this operation exists as an ex poet facto product

meURe In ftst, off line checking should be largely incorporated
Into the pm'productiomi phase; that is, throughout the Inpat nocpoii-
tiOn e"A Preparation stases. Further, it my be mp fteaible to plan
Its application in eall portJonn--not only to detect errors as soon
as possible, but in order to distribute the operation in time and)
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apace." Finally, near the end, Snyder says, "Ve must determine whether
we want an error-checking or an error-correction provision, or both,
incorporated into the program system. This will be a difficult task.
By adopting, for example, a set of programed measures that will
accomplish sophisticated error correction in conjunction with error
detection, the quality control feature my become unwieldy. The feature
can become so complex itself, in fact, that it too may begin generating
sufficient errors to come under the jurisdiction of yet another quality
control feature."

It does not appear that In this paper, Snyder has done mre than point
out the need for quality control, and the dichotor betweea naares
used after the product has been produced (which I prefer to call accep-
tance inspection) and measures applied to the production p,ocess, which
I regrd as true quality control. The paper contains interesting
discussicns of the kinds of errors that can adversely affect quality,
but does not really sugest anything specific in the way of procedures.

On Nelsuring the Validity and Effectiveness of the Response of a Military
CoNand Control System, C. K. Gordon, Jr., N-ld65l/000/00, 25 July 1962.

) This document is not directly addressed to the problem of quality
control, but since it deals with a inasure of effectiveness, it is
worth considering in anW survey of supposedly quantitative aproaches
to a system problem.

I quote from the first paragraph, "Of the many kinds of responses open
to a military ommand control system, possibly the most obviou is the
attack. Such a response has a number of different properties, two of
which will be considered in this paper, vis., valid and effectiveness
.... The validity of a response my be defloed ith el ee e e
response conforms to the intent of the comander. The effectiveness of
a response may be defined as the extent to which the intent kas been
realived." The rest of the paper is a somewhat mathematical teeaownt
based on saw rther abstract concepts, and it is not at &U cleaw that
the puAistere needed for the mathematioal expression are operationally
ascertiainable. In amy case, the document contains no suggetion at an

perWto•al level that might provide us with a real anawwe of either
validity or effectiveness. Gordon even says on sapl S, "The attempt
to define validity or effectiveness In am* simple, universal my Is
fmtUht with difficulties." The purpose of the paper se marn to

jhasise these difficulties, rather than propose any imetod for over-
oming them. As such, it seem to have little value for our present
study and so I think can be disregrded.
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ft. fol•ioing two papers are by different withors, but on the sawe subject,
so they are discussed together. 'hese are InformantionProcesusing Syst
DsLg!- General Princip es Par+ 1, Jack Jaffe, 7M-731001/00, 9 August 1962,
an Principles of Information Prc.ýe.siný System Desi•p: Part IIZ,

Ver Masters, f4- 743/0-02/00, 10 Februiary 1)963.

In the fir, t pape-, Jaffe says, on page •I!, "Evaluation of t Desilo.
fths is the evaluation of the design product itself, as a deign,
before t2e system is constructed or before the design process is
reiterated, whichever approach has been selected by management....
Irrors of omission and internal consistency are searched out and when
fcmd, fed back to the design production effort for correction. This
Is a hard and lengthy process and one that a great deal of time =est
be allowed for....A very important element of the evaluation process
Is the establishment of design quality criteria. This means the
discovery of the important features of the system and eventually
the setting of levels of acceptability. Particularly with computer
based systems, there is a need for defining the relevant functional
areas. A programmr may need to know access speed for core meory,
but a designer needs to know how long an operator will have to wait
for a new display that he has requested."

In the second document, beginning on Page 3), under the heading "System
Analysis," Masters says, in part, "In discussing system analysis, ve
will not cover analysis involving mathematics or other sophisticated
analytic or rigorous techniques although these techniques are certainly
important aide to the designer when they are applicable. The concentra-
tion here will be on what will be called rational analysis." MIsters
goes on to discuss the subject in very much the saes way that it is
discussed in the book by Goode and Machol, using very much the sam
terminology. No specific procedure is suggested.

Although the discussions in these two papers are interesting and vould
be useful to someone approaching the problem of system design for the
first time, I see no helpfulness for the task of creating a methodology
for quality evaluation or control.

Ie next tvo documents are closely related to each other, and they are of
special interest because both of them contain the expression lit I
In the title. In point of time, the earlier of these docume a 1 --
acamindatlon1, Real Time Quality Control, W. L. Thomson and H

_3b3y3761/oo 24 August 1962.
t

fte opening paragraph reads as follows, "One of the principal criteria
for successful operation of the SAGE system is that each subsystem be
maintained at design level. That is, performance of each subsystem
mst be checked and verified to insure the reliability of that subsystem
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as an integral part of the SAGE system Present techniques for accom-
plishing this are inefficLezt and quite often ineffective. This doc-ment
outlines modifications in SAGE system design Lo provide a real-time
quality control capability."

A little down the page we have, under the heading, "Recommended
Solution " the following: "The recomended solution to the quality
control tQC) problem is a computer program vehicle which is time-shared
with the real-time simulation program. This vehicle. c)nsists of several
new DCA programs which, together with modificationz to existing DCA
programs, will perform the following functions:

a. Real-time monitoring of [HH and GF! test messages.
b. Real-time analysis of SIF codes reported by MK space x input

equipment.
c. Real-time analysis and correction of registration and collimation

errors.
d. Periodic calibration of height finder RHI consoles.
e. Real-time monitoring of the height coumnications loop.
f. Real-time analysis of negtive height replies.
g. Recording of information preparation of subsystem performance

suwries.

The implementation of some of these featlires requires equipment modifica-
tions; additionally, the programming of the time-shared solution can best
be implemented so as to be concurrent with other SPC activity. For these
reasons, an interim package which does not contain monitoring of GIR test
messages or any of the height fet-ure6 wvil be provided. This interim
package will provide an early operational quality control -apability,
temporarily using existing spare drum allocations woicn wil.l be freed by
th* release of the final time-shared package."

If we look through the remainder ,.r this document, we find that it con-
sists essentially of propo6als for o number of standard test problems or
messages intended to be presented to the system, with monitoring of the
resulting output. This is con-,eptually identical with industrial testing,
vhere the pro4iot is checked from time to time to verify its performance;
it is distinct frm process quality control, vhich is intsnded to monitor
the pooses of production, In the oubJect document, a niabor of te•st
ane dswibed, but these are all quite specific to the particular sysUalt
tbhy have no gneral application, amd could not be transtewei to ooa-
tefined syetem. of all kinds. Necessary as this type of mpeotAon wAs
ooetrol Is to the s•ccoessfl operation of a larp system, It is not Vw
total task as that visualized in the present approach to q•aaLty oW02.
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Closely allied to this is Interim Production lilst of SCR 1576 (the reference
ia to the previous document), R. v. Green, N-17264/040/02, 15 October 1962.

N-17264 appears to be an attempt by the author to translate the require-
innts of 5PCR 1576 into comwpter Jargon. Thus, on page 29, ye read under
the heading, "Alternate Quality Control/Real-Time Simulation

Taken by ASO, AST
Co Activate Button is Used
C if QRTI is 0I , IF must not be 'ON' (3).
Rol Complement ARTI
R02 set QMOD to 1"

and so on* This is then a set of instructions to the progmer
intended to enable him to carry out the ideas of 51C 1576, and as
such, is of no general interest to us.

National Measures of Information Characteristics, R. X. Longpire and
W, Jo Ircksono S1-930,. 1 September 1962.

?b. title of this document is very encoureging, but I do not belleve the
onteets quite coiw up to the expectations ipnerated. The authors

rcoImend a device which they call a STAXIC chart, vhich trns out to be
sily a double dichotcqr in which informtion statlsimts an classified
as true or false, relevant or irrelevant. This proposal is folloed by
a symbolic mthematical tretwmnt, which, In my opiaion, is not very
opertioal, in spite of the title. I amp in fact, not able to see hay
the proposals of the authors could actually be followd out in any
praetical case. Thus, I believe the document may be set silde.

U ISmilation for Iveluating Product Quality, J. Rt. Crawford, I1-992,
12 Ut~ber 1962 (written for presentation at the 17th Midwet Quality Control
CaItrence In Denver, October 26 and 27., 1962).

The title of this document is appealing, but upon exmmination, It turns
out to be a proposal for a queuing model to simulate tranactionS in a
earshouse. I do not believe it has any relevance to our problem.

of I•.sive Criteria in Ccnand and Control, Oordon X. Deorg, I-198,
Nwee 1962, General Ilectric (¶DIP),, Santa Darbara, California.

This paper was presented to the hun factors working gop at the Tenth
MIlitary Operations Research Byoposius In October 1l962. Seclkr starts
out by saying, "One of the oldest problem ve face in military research,
wAd one of the most difficult to resolve involves the selection of a
eriterion to evaluate a military system, subsystem, or compownt. The
problem Is especially iportant, and difficult, In comead entrl
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system research. It is important because these systems vitally affect
the nation. It is difficult because these systems wet be acceptable to
mzny diverse groups in the nation prior to being procurel, and because
they mast satisfy the requirements of a maltitude of users after they
are procured." A little later, we read, "Given this structure within
which we must operate, what can we do to increast the efficiency of our
efforts in the design of conand control systesq? Two recommendations
to the Director of Defense Research and Nnginaering, which appeared in
a report of the Institute for Defense Analysis are pertinent to this
problem. These recouiendatione were (1) mechanimm' vhoreby technical
and functional compatibility efforts are coordinated within the Depaet-
ment of Defense should be strengthened, (2) the military users of a
comnd control system should actively participate in the desip develop-
ment and the evolution as well as the use of the syste.

"We can help to Implement both of these reco-endationa. We can help if
we restrict the assumptions we make in cur studies to those that are the
direct responsibility of the apacy that Nrds our study, i.e., we should
not act as though we knov the iiput, reairemnts or utilities of agencies
oter than the particular ageny and its sub4wrdirate agencies, that are
directly responsible for our study." Again on the next pap, "Ve can also
help by makng more use of siatlation durng our design work. This sm•-
lation should be so structur-d that the contracting agency can participat
in the test runs. Moreover, the desin group can help tht contracting
agency make use of other government. and military groups, including the
alternate users of the system both %bove and below the level of the system
assigned to the agency to participate in the simalatIon." on the last
page, "In natsry, I have indicated that the selection of a cemand
control system depends upon the criteria of many groups. Since all of
the groups in the evaluation chain must be satisfied if a system Is to
be adopted by the operating forces, none of the system accepted will be
judged beat by any prvup if they apply different criteria. WYvreeJr the
desiper cannot expect to obtain an analytic expression of the %eal
utilities used to evaluate military systems. Despite the lack of an
explicit analytic utility expression, we can, by simulating our system
in the design phase and by including other DOD agencies as subjects and
experimenters in the simulation of the system, design systems vhich
satisfy the criteria of the various groups in the chain and increase
their cooperativeness. Thus, ve can satisfy that elusive emmA
control criteria through sim~aation studie•s even if vo cannot masure
it." This is the final paragraph of the paper.

It seem to me plain that altbouo Mr. Becker ha spoken at length
about the need for reconciling the criteria of various users, be Wa
at no time gt specific about any of the criteria, nor about methods
fte amrn that any ariterion is satisfted. I think the pow W
no value f= ourpolat of view.
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Itals in the DNsi and Development of an Information Processing Syst4W,
Lorraine 0. Gay, OP-1023, 9 Novemier 1962.

This paper is included because the title suggests that it might contain
sething about evaluation; In fact, it does not.

s esoft tvo papers are treated as a unit because of their comoa authorship.
Mort Is 1Lomenting C2Mter Systems and Evaluation of pr atiofhl toss,
W.918/00 0 10 January 193. Tesecond is Inemnti$adI'autn

SPSP-129 4, 6 November , t by

ftemo papers are not identical, but they include essentially the sam
iternal, and the following quotations and commute are from the latter
me, eP1294.

O pap 2, we read, "Nov, the introduction of data processing devices,
sA " conuter, implies that, for one reason or another, the existing
Vsstes Is unsitisfactory.... The reasons for adopting autoition are
eapmeed in such puerml term. as 'increased efficiency.' It is true
got one should expect pester efficiency of peratic-, but his expecta-
tlou should be pared to specific instances if he is to properly assess
the potential benefits to be derived froi automtion. Thaw specific
Instmaces furnish the criteria by which a system my be eIalated.

Sre Is no single set of criteria aspinst which all system oan be
mp""ed ,Ll which, at the &Rm tim, would be sufficient for the evalu.
stlon of a given uysta. Accordinglj, although this paper diacLsses
ewtin pneOml standards, it will ebsims the process of developing
pert lar criteria for indivi&al systems." Dveloping this Idea,
Afum begins, on pap 4, a list of questions, "Alch the system
Geai mist ask hinself about his obserzvations of user activity and
OeelrosO which he mast also direct to the user." As thes questions,
we bav on reLrding user objectives, another on oape tioal functioes,
Maother on operational tasks, still another on inftotiao reWairaments,
vad so am, ending with the question "Who uses the intmOmtioa, and for•t parosmee?"

Onpap 19, we read, "?be operational requirements ftmish criteria by
lideb the user evluates the finished product. Tbay also ftmish

erlteria by which the designer evaluates the desigp specifications,
ihich In turn fLrnish the basis for the desipr's evaluation of the
prdetacon effort. There are other sr" puerai ways of evaluating
qstm.. .ome of these Is coate.

4e Is moe flinal criterion which deands clos st•d by the user:
•..is the equipnt baing used to capacity?"

-.;
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This is about as specific as Adamnson gets in his discussion of
performance criteria.. arnd clearly not specific enough to support a

.qwality control activity.

Ninagna the Develoa~nt of Complex Systems, M. G. Holmmn, x-1.9760.,
5 FbrrY1963.

In the Introduction, Hoi~me says, "There are at least eight major' steps
to be performed in managing the development of a ccuplex comman and
control system. This article is concerned with those steps., the "qeq1ncs
in which they are taken, and the way in which they are arranged-"

Further along the eight major steps are described. Step 8 Includes
system testing, bu~t this paper, again, does not present any method for
quality control of program production or for the evaluation of a produced
Program.

Detailed Evaluation Plazn 0100 by Field Design Branch,, IM-C1..003/000/0O,0
3)April 1963 (no author given).

This paper vas included becau"s its title suggests that it deals vith
the evaluation problem. Actually,, its scope is quite narrow. It Wrefs
to an experiment on system 1425L,, in which the exe eteos sought to
determnine the effect upon system response tims of input~s, adiditional
consoleas, and recording program. The conclusions from the experiment
an. not very precise: "It vould be extremely tenuous to attent to
extrapolate these exact resulIts to eban a in recording parsinterep
increases in the nmiber of consoles and simul.taneous actions, or cheap
of inputs.... Pirther investiyption is currently being planned along
these lines.* Since the experimenters did not seem to feel thAt they
had established anything very firely and since at best the-- exeiet
has limited scope,. theres seems to be no likelihood of fAurthe @Lin frOft
this paper.

The sext three papers are treated as a unit because of their commo iutbwshlp.
Thy are Comnmd sand Contr1 Mariaa t Declisio Making, P-1.17), 20 May 1963;
be,"Igl t ofaZ gt~toa % t fZteM Ol- 5,16 Awrl,1963,,

C ~ W VA uehnlsia 00le IM6axL9hl
It. J.Wa

A quotation from OP-1174v on pa 18: "A major difficulty of statuas
moitoring Is this selection of appropriate data. Busy managers Cumot
be espected, to absovb data descrilbing everything about the W~n a
msor than an sadiral or a paners can be expected to spend %ight ea day
befbre the displays, of a comud wad ciontrol systims. Th data for statas
miutotmiag should be care ftaly srexm g as w selected so that they ane of
ianteet to the group vb cb wil me .0m.. ..T dmag of stafts noe-
t~iag is the veil Wwm frswstratim mused by ma. =An mmsse of
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reports being sent to managel who -.) rx.t have time to read them."
Very nearly the same paracrn•v• occurs in SP-1175, page 8. In SP-1506,
page 4, under the heading "Value& trni Criteria," we read, "The values
toward which a technological design i.6 directed are those characteristics
of the ensuing product that • n, c•-iere1 desirable. A criterion-is
the degree of the valued characteristic wvich must be obtained before
the product is acceptable." (This is not, I believe, the definition of
criterion that is usually accepted.)

N-19789/311/00, G. F. Veinvurm, 22 May 1963.

This short document is a preliminary outline for a chapter with the title
"Operational Design." It has a section under the heading '"hat is a good
operational design?" and this, I think, comes close to our subject.
Veinvurm lists as good qualities that an operational design should have
accuracy, consistency, completeness and logical orpnization. Probably
none of us would quarrel with these objectives, but Veinvurm does not
attack the problem of how these qualities are to be measured, and that,
I believe, is at the core of the quality control problem.

JOVIAL Compiler/OASIS Maintenance Procedures, W. M. Mineart, I4-WD-78,
27%y 1963.

The opening sentences of this docment are, "The purpose of this document
is to describe the procedures used by SDC in maintaining the Phase I
JOVIAL compiler and OASIS systems at the NAVCOSSACT computer facility.
Further, the document provides guidance to the users of these systems
in the reporting of discrepancies and malfiunctions of the systems and
provides for the dissemination of information ccncerning the disposition
of errors." This paper is specific in that it presents definite report
forms that have actually been used to report discrepancies, which could,
of course,'be regarded as quality failures. However, it does not at all
address the problem of overall system performance testing, nor of the
establishment of performance criteria.

"Vrediction of Creativity in a Sample of Research Scientists,"
Cecil J. Mullins, in IMM Transactions of Engineering Management, June 1963,
page 52.

I will quote the summary which appears at the beginning: "In an attempt
to identify test predictors of scientific creativity, two criteria of
creativity were used- supervisor's ratings and number of publications.
An interest questionnaire, a vocabulary test and nine tests of the
Ouilford Creativity Battery were administered to 131 research physical
scientists. Of 42 test scores derived from the battery, 4 were signifl-
cantly related to the rating criterion and 7 to the publications
criterion. The two criteria were not significantly related to each
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other and none of the predictor scores correlated saiticflantly with
both criteria. A composite predictor pve promise of increasing
effective prediction of the ratings criterion, but not of the
publications criterion."

Although this article is not aimed at quality control, it wa ex•iwd
because of the possibility that a breakthrougb in mmasring scientific
ceativity yould give sore clue for methods to measure pro •p'sa ww-
tivity or progrma excellence. As appears fro the sunwry, no such
hope can be entertained; ve are stil unable to predict creativity in
research scientists., and in fact, one might even argea whether either
supervisor ratinp or numbers of publications is a valid mare of
creativity. The paper is accoridingly laid aside as of no interest to
our project.

Is Rlelevance an Adeqeate Crittrion in Retrieval Systen Iftlustion?
Lam m e 3. Doyle, '-1 Q, 1 July 1 6-3. ...

This paper vas included in the sarvey because the title sauggsts that
citeria and evaluation night be discussed, as indeed they are; but not
in a quantitative my suitable for quality control uses.

An TUJited Plan for a Coroamte Ik9M . t lyst. R. :. Uew, 24 :44 1963.

This dowinnt Is concerned vin' vith describing the viarious actiwitle
that hkve to be undertaken In developing a specific m-l0 systen.
Stms attention is given to timing and use of the M stst, but
nothin here apparently relates to quality control.

I t tandars for Dta Processin, Dick I. Brand$, Yen XeWUd,

The problm of quality control in progetong it still for Me a
solution, and thus on does not look for mach help in booehI vich tea
to be a few yam bMeid the awent jorl artilese. Still, h.i
has two haptws labeled 'Nsthoda Standrds I Pz'~ile - a clSP
these mest be ennne4d, if only because of their title.

te fint of the subject chapters Camoered IT In the book, pp. 69-.09)
deals vith the otfodardetion oflf I floc hatfg COcMMatMS,

cter writing conventions, and th like. Se sea caerhas
A4--p such as *%sting and Propum Validation" (1041 flO, 't fttiag

Stanbdarde (pap U5),9 &an frogran Chenp Adefluitratios" PeP141
bat none of this material e s specifie escul fbr use in WalmIt
control. Tbwe. an also sections on asoino Stwfteaad, .0 ila
F such ouparisona as wfroducton T1w/Co Uliag TIM (WO 913)
or "Avaep test set.up tims/Averalp tst time" (pa 22D). San of the
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suggestions are concrete e,.u~l k:c.:, ta-ule .n page 236) but I get the
impression that they were i.ivt/ "',om a -ontenplation of what ought to
be, rather than from experie:..c ',W ".. a wo-cr!ng crew.

In any case, the methods .,±e 2.s, :,,, .:-early not been validated by
actual trial and iterative moOitia. 3ne would expect that paper:.
of more recent date would be more valuable for our purposes. I think
we have to accept the fact that we cannot get much help from books.

Command Control Softvare System Development During the Conceptual Program
Definition and Acquisition Phase.,, Vr,!T-,X-74/o00o100 Draft, 14 August 1963.

This document weighs five pounds three ounces, including cover, and so
by dint of sheer size might be suppo~.ed to have something for everybody.
When it is published in its trnal. form the pages doubtless will be
consecutively numbered, but it, Qt.e draft most pages are not numbered
at all. Instead, they bear ,c.,_irna~ors such as Dl-50-29 or AS-49-1, and
explanations of these designators appear at the beginning of the sections
into which the document is divided. At the back of the book is a set of
fold-out charts, and these chow the designators and their relationship
to the general scheme of classification.

Designator C-25 means, Preliminary System Analysis and includes seven
numbered subheads, including No. 2, Prepae Evaluation Framework; No. 6,
Evaluate Cost-Performance of Alternatives; No. 7,-Select Most Iomising

Configuration and Adjust System Performance Requirement.

We have also C-25A, System Performance and Design Documents.

Under C-25.2 we read, "T)its marks the first step in a continuing concern
of the system design engineer with the problem of design verification
and validation.

"Based upon a review of interface consideration, command organization,
mission and operational environment information and the structure of a
threat, the system design establishes a set of general performance
criteria which will be used as a measure of system concept effectivity."

C-25.7 begins with the following paragraph: "With concurrence with the
user, the Systems Division will select the most promising configuration
for a preliminary system design sub-phase. The configuration is selected
as a result of the previous cost/performance evaluation activity."

C-25.6, Evaluate Cost Performance of Alternatives, says, "Cost performance
studies -nvolve the determination of the cost of a certain specifiable
complex of machines, devices and facilities which will provide the
capability of implementing a specific system idea or concept (mission
concept or concept of operation). This cost is compared with other
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costs developed from studies of other configurations supporting a
different concept of operations (system concept) or other configurations
eupporting the same system concept.

"Included in the items for cost performance analysis is the traditional
principle of system configuration; which in command control is the
geographic dispersal of men, equipment and facilities.

"We must include in an analysis the softvare or computer programing
element with an implied examination of trade-off between human and
automatic information processing operations and decision making.

"For Instance, the greater the automatic processing requirement, the
greater is the need for equipment and programming capabilities and the
less control exercised directly by the human decision maker. From a
cost point of view, by reducing the number of decision makers and
increasing the size of your electronic magnetic information processing
complex, one could be playing operations dollars off against development
dollars.

"From an operations point of viev, the question is one of control wnd
reliability. Once the automatic infoation processing complex al-
functions or ceases to vork, the entire system comes to a halt. Th~s,
in the case of the death or incapacity of a CIRC or senior officer, 1l
not true; the proper subordinate takes over the role of decision usking
and battle management. The designer has to examine and measure the
cost/vorth value of greater speed and accuracy and capability for the
automatic processing complex against its relztive vulnerability and
'1,wk of strength-in-depth.

""e mest promising configuration of men, machines, facllitleso
automatic Information processing complex awe selected and prepared
for the next 4eeign step."

The above qutation includes the vhole of the entry under C-25-.6

These quotation* appear to be the ones most closely related to the
subject ot quality control. About al one eam sy of then Is that thqa
eomede, at least by ila ation, that quality control is an •lortat
objective. Nt" is tsad anywhere about aetods or oenqss ot ea eash
to the Tqualty control problem. in faet, aout all the doewsut reLlY
"ee is that ve have an obligtioe to deliver a rliable prodoct of p.4
pmllt'. w w dit'ia sah good quality frrm bad or m we wee to set

about wXia a product reliable rermins be etm einsd; I find bnatbn
to the pesent toemut that sheds ligt on these iaeetlem.
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Research In the Management of Computer Pr.grams, V. LaBolle, TN-1626/001/oo, A
4 December 1963.

On page 17, there is the bewt:nning of a section under the heading
"Quality Control Technique=."' "In this task, we would undertake to
clarify, define, and help determine measurements for the quality of
computer programs and computer program documentation. A part of this
areaof work that overlaps the cost work described above would seek to
build a classification system for programs in terms of what they do.
Such a taxonomy Is vital to the cost analysis and is implied by many of
the cost factors already identified.

"A deeper investigation of quality would consider: (1) what programs

are supposed to do and how they are Intended to be used as reflected in
requirements and design specifications, (2) what programs actually do as
determined by test, exercise and operational use, (3) veys in which
desired quality, including performance characteristics, can be expressed
unambiguously and preferably quantitatively, and how the products, both
documents and programs, can be Inspected during each programming
activity to insure that the quality standards can be met.

"Clearly, the study of quality can not only contribute to insight into
a cost/value relationship in program development but also will point to
changes in the methods for performing the programming Job."

This document is essentially a research proposal and the section under
quality control says in essence that because quality control is an
important problem we should be devoting some effort to its solution.
It recognizes that operational methods can be developed, if at all,
only by long research, and thus we do not find in this document anything
more than a recognition of the gravity of the quality problem; there is
nothing suggested in the way of specific methods.

Oasization Decision Mdng, Julian Feldman and Herschel E. Kanter, SP-1357,,30 December 1903.

The authors consider the decision-making process as one of selecting a
particular path among a number of alternate paths, so as eventually to
reach a desired goal. Although the methods proposed are relatively
close to the standard approaches of matrix theory, game theory, and
operations research generally, yet the presentation here appears to be
too abstract for immediate value in the quality control problem. No
attention is paid, for example, to the question of selecting among
alternate goals; it is assumed, in the Feldman-Kanter treatment, that
a gal has been selected.

I think vs'may set this paper aside.
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A Comparative Evaluation of JOVIAL and FORTRAN IV, C. J. Shav, N-21.69,
7 January 1964.

This paper was included for examination because its title suggested that
there might bo some sort of verifiable criterion used in the comparative
evaluation. It turns out that this is not quite the case. In the paper,
we have (in parallel columns) discussions of various features of JOVIAL
and FORTRAN, and at the conclusion of the paper, statements such as, for
example, on page 23, "FORTRAN IV is better for compiling large program
out of many small subroutines.

OFORTRAN IV compilers provide for the manual inclusion, into the program
they process, of previously compiled subroutines," and so on. In short,
the two systems are described in qualitative language; there seem to be
nothing here that vould lend itself to quantitative assessment.

A User's Experience with Three Simulation Languages (GPSS, SIMSCRIPT, and
SI.PAC), Karen Young, Th-1755/500/00, 17 February 1964.

This paper was reviewed because its title implies a comparison and
comparison in turn implies evaluation. The author considered method
of modeling, programing flexibility, output. provided, programLing
time required, and programing ability required; but all these quantities
were assessed subjectively, and I do not believe they give us wich hint
for quality control methods.

The Design and Production of Operational Procedures, L. A. Friedman,
N(L)-21357/000/00, 3 March1964.

On the cover, this is identified as a chapter to be contributed to a
book, The Develo•pent of Computer-Based Information System. sponsored
by SDC. Near the end of his chapter, on page 106, of a total of 114
pages, Friedman has a section titled "Testing the Operational Procedures."
He makes an interesting point, on page 10T, "One of the ma.jor and most
important reasons for procedure testing is that procedures which are
developed from design documents are only nominal, that is, what should
be. Experience has always shown that what actually is done in an oper-
ational environment does not always resemble what should be done. Thus,
delivering the procedures to a potential user without testing them can
lead to troubled operations. Hence, a test must be designed to check
the validity of the procedures, i.e., do the operational procedures
prescribed actually operate and control the computer program for which
they are written?" There is a little more along this line, but here,
again, the emphasis is obviously on testing a completed program or
perhaps monitoring it over a period of continuous operation; nothing
here related to the control of the program production process itself.
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Autoited Ccmputer Ifficiency: the ACE Method for Efficient Computer
0•, N. I. Bolsky and S. L. Feingold, SP-1292/000101, 5 March 1964.

This document's title suggests that it might be relevant tc oar problem,
but it is in fact not so. On page 1, in the Abstract, we read, "This
paper documents ACE, a method for the systemization of the innumerable
details involved in digital coMuter programming and checkout, specifying
the details in step-by-step form on a series of checkout charts. This
systadution insures that programmer actually perform all of these
details, and in correct order. The charts indicate the specific actions
to be taken to prevent errors and to track down the causes of errors
that do occur."

Ve have here, then, essentially a procedural or checkout list, whose
p•aW6poe is to insure that no essential step is omitted. It has, I think,
no relevance for our task.

ystm Propemeing Nageient, N. Z. Villmorth, TM-1578/o00/o0, 13 March 1964.

This document is in process of revision; the following quotation on
quality control is from a preliminary version (page 178):

"Control of document an4 progam quality is one of the toughest problems
facing the proramming manager. Making sure that documents are accurate
and prorams are debugged takes so much of the manager's efforts that It
other aspcts of documnnt and program quality are often ignored. anc

"Qality control of documentation and programs presents soe unique
problem. High levels of reliability are demanded, but exacting methods
of determining reliability and validity are not well established. Since
the products produced are one-of-a-kind items, sampling methods are not
applicable. A docunt or program must pass all tests in order to be
acceptable. Fortunately, quality criteria for most program are concerned
with whether or not the programs perform the required function and occa-
sionally with processing speed, but seldom with elepnce or optimum
efficiency. Once in a while flexibility and modularity are mentioned,
but criteria of flexibility and generality are seldom established or
enforced.

"On the other hand, program and program testing seems an interminable job.
Getting a coalex system completely debugged seems an impo3sible task.
May programming managers would like to establish soe means of stopping
testing activities short of complete perfection without being called to
accust for every bug discovered in the future. The determination of Btu
sow method of establishing of reliability and quality better than
debuging for obscure cases is desirable.
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"In addition to product excellence quality control is used for the
evaluation and improvement of the processing system. Keeping statistics
on the Iscrap rate' of designers, prormers and computers is something
that is infrequently done. Computer reruns are sometimes accounted for
vhen the rerun is due to iachine, system or operator error, but seldom
for program errors. The amount of 'lbd code' that in produced and
scrapped in the course of producing a program is almost never accov~ted
for, although rates ranging from 50 to 500 per cent have been alleged for
particular proprms. Very little can be done to improve the quality of
performance in program and document production unless such scrap rates
and other performance measures are collected and evaluated for normal
performance measures.

"Strong control over quality is an asset to successful performance in
production planning and control. Most of the products turned out in a
program system production phase are intermediate items used by the next
phase of the process. Poor quality in items is not only very irkscme
to the personnel vho must deal with them but create errors, inefficiencies
and york delays in the later phases. Having to revork a progra or a
document can disrupt york projections and other york may be stalled
awaiting the results of the re-do."

This quotation includes all of this section, and speaks for itself.

It is of sow interest to consider the subject paper in connection vith
another paper by the sane author (Managing the Software Develop. t Iffort,
1-21395/000/00, 12 March 1964).

This chapter is directed mainly at problem of costing and schedulg,
but contains som" material relevant to the quality problem. For e~qipe,
on page 18, we find a graph, "Instructions per Mn Month as a ra•.ction
of Proram Length." According to this graph, progrsmer productivity
falls off quite sharply when the total number of instructions in a
program exceeds about 200,000. The following pape has another graph,
"Computer Hours Used as a Function of Program Length," vhich suggests
that the number of computer hours required rises almost exponentially
as the total number of instructions increases. It sees reasonable
to poes that the cause of this increase in computer time, and lower
productivity of programers, arises from the difficulties of maintaining
quality in the prouetioS and assembly of very large systems; at any
rate, the quality problem can certainly not be divorced from the
production problem.

Sba~ ho sal for the Develay t of Msasuremanr. Variables for Air Defsn
_vauation, R. 1. Hillis n. 8. Sheldon, N-21735, I July 196.

This paper is the last of a series of four dealing vith proposed mieres
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for the effectiveness of air defense crew. It is included because such
mew.res might very possibly oe the basis of quality control variables.
In fact, the measures proposed by Hillis and Sheldon do seem to hold some

sros of being useful for quality control, though the exact wy in
which they would be used is not discussed by the authors.

The proposed measures include such things as detection (yes or no), detec-
tion latency (time), false positives (number), detection adequacy (yes or
no), waxinum tracking error (nautical miles), number of override actions Th
(umber), and so on. no

It seems perfectly possible that the list proposed by Hillis and Sheldon
might be used for reporting quality of performance of a system., though it
Is not very clear how they could be applied to the mesuremnt of progrm
sality. Nevertheless, as a specific proposal naming definite variables,
the paper m to merit consideration.

T Administration of Research, Joseph Fink, SP-1684, 15 July 1964.

he title sugests that the paper might discuss evaluation of the results
of resaerhb, and so the paper we examined. No discussion of evaluation
ti in ftet presented, and although the paper is interesting, with a
nuber of cogent comnts on how research should be aftinisterod, it
does not sem to have relevance for our problem.

Peort dated 31 July 1964 from F. B. Tierney to J. W. Singleton.

Tierney ays, at the end of his second paragayh and the beginning of his CIc
third, "Is there a manageable number of variables which can be used in CoM
evaluating given comuater facilities?... .conomic evaluations of computing
system, larp and roll, bee*n in the areas of strict business applica- Cot
tite." On page h, he continues, "There is, in the persons of both
ineagers and consultants, an awareness of the fluid state of affairs in
the masurement of performance concerring large systems. TOe advent of
new sad dramtically changed compaters vill affect the historically
utilsed comparative miasures. It is the parpose of these Individuals
to madtor these relative and absolute measures and to determine vAether
or not they ar deficient or superfluous or whether rerankings and/or
a&ditlons are required."

Kollar crents cover the first five paps of the memzra."dw The next
A PAe ArM devoted to a rather detailed description of the empater
eqimmt available at SDC Santa Monica; this includse not merely a
Gesa-lption of the computers themselves, vith such details as amory
apacity, cycle time, and special features, but also a listing of

periphassl eo•lient available with each compter. There is, however,
so at~e in thee paes to set up criteria of value or performace.
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The importance of the document lies principally in the fact that it
has a bibliography at the end, containing 98 titles, and this list of
references would presumbly be of considerable use to anyone undertaking
a further study of evaluation; however, Tierney at no time mentions
program quality or quality control, so we my take it that the d•auments
he lists are not highly speicifc to our problem, but at best shed &
marginal light.

The Results of the USDOPITRR/SDC Work on Managment Control of Soft• re,
no author, KITRE 7K-3551, August 1964.

This document is included because of its title. It has a section with
the heading, "The AFSC Technical Requirements and Standards Prog-a,"
but does not contain or suggest specific quality standards for software.
In fact, it reads in part, "It is specifically recommended that a
follov'on group be established to further design and to Implemnt,
install, train for and maintain staff surveillance of the process of
software subsystem acquisition." It is not very clear -that such a
group would be concerned with product quality, though on the following
page, the writers recognize the relevance of such characteristics as
reliability and maintainability, and call for monitoring of tests,
acceptance standards and standards application.

The document does not appear to contain any material useful for the
present-survey, unless ve so reoerd the expressed concern of UD over
standards and testing.

Closely related documents with overlapping authorship are SDC 2 imia In
Comter Program Iplementation: Costs and Cost Factors, L. Farr, N(L)-1931/
002/00, 3D June 1964, and Cost Aspects of Cogmuter greaming for Coamad and
Control, L. Farr and B. Nanus, SP-1372/000f01, 13 January 19.

These documents all have about the same orientation but it will probably
be sufficient for anyone interested to consult 1I-111/00/00.

ystem Installation and Testing, Frank V. Hopkins, NIRK Publication 33-123,
September l961

On page 4, Hopkins says, "Implementation testing should be designed and
conducted to answer the folloving questions:

Does the system as installed meet the specification?
Does the system, meting the specifications, allow the job to be done?
How vely does the system do this job?"

There can be no doubt that these are cogent questions, but Hopkins does
not propose any operational method of answering them. On page 9, for
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emql*, he says, *Insure that the information is interpreted and umed
properly at the receiving site. The best example here is, aain, that
of data quality. Premsably at the receiving site theue are soe
conditions under which we wish to incorporate cross-told informtion of
pod quality tracks, other conditions under which w wish to incorporate
a'Om-told data of poor quality tracks, and, perhaps, som conditions
udr dwhich we wish to use only part of the information received.' fere,
the definition of good quality and poor quality seems to be taken pretty
mach for granted and our real problem is to make these definitions
operational.

Uakins doe pt a little more specific later on in his paper. On page 18,
under the heading *Tests to Evaluate Performnce," he says, *Our thlrd
pinral objective is to deternlne how vell the system does the job for
*lah it we bout.. . .Let us umM as a desired criteria for tracking
soatimaity that the track should be within 5 percent of aircraft position
90 peomt of timt that the aircraft is within radar coverag of the

Vt, while miantaining the sam track number and identification
Or an out. Our measares my actually indicate that for 95 percent of
U tim the track heading is within 2 percent, the track speed within
10 knots nd the track position within 1i miles of the corresponding
I aiMtes of the aircraft. This information Is useful to know. It can
be obtaned as a direct by-product of testing for the second pmeral
bjective and can be collected reeatdly after system opetimons begin."

IT is oleA, that NopWin boa In mind the reporting of such quantities as
th ro-rpAon of tim that an estlmatlon error exceeds so asslued
pWeramap, and this my be acceptable for system opertion, bat the
Noposal leaves undietermined the question whether these partioular
eviatioaa are in fact the best ones to report, or how we should arrive

at •itioal pereentams that would be taken as having special inferential
w2.ue. Ow paper, in short, doe not offer a specific proposal for the
opemation of quality control or performance evaluation.

o a C t.er P rst, J. I. Crnkovich and 0. Neil,

MIS deals Vith uawter testing and points out som of the problem
to be solved in omaeotion with pasmter testing but dos not deal with
poum yroftetion.

to omoticm with the preeding dowment, ve have MN-2185 ffan I. . l1r"th
to October 196".

•IM MW Is a set of Oints on l(L)-21787 and reords *s difenoeM
of oqepin vwit the s•at• of that N•tej hovever, it, Jibe the lote, is
6=40 wi4 1te t"Ung a progra after it is produed, and not with ay
evaluation of the propumi" process.
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Data Processing Task Items, Dallis K. Perry, Memo 1-20963, October 9, 1964.

The first paragaph of this Memo reads as follow, "Attached is a list
of data-processing task statements vhich have been prepared for use in
a study aimed at developing better understanding of the data-prootasing
Jobs in SDC. Individual propamere rill be asked to describe their
Jobe by sorting the task statments according to the Importance of the
tasks in their Jobs." The detailed list continues on the folloling
pages, and includes a number of steps such *s desk checking and
pwramter testing, but is merely a checklist similar to the one
produced by Bolsky; it does not suggest specific criteria.

I think the dowunt is not helpful for discovering quality control
procedures.

O)Aality Control of the DUIC Opwrtional Proema: Passive Tracking,
1. B. Btone, X Publication V-07051f0104/O0/O0O0, Confidisntal ?Itle
unc1.aesified)s 16 October 1964..

The contets of this Paper are classified, and so are not re•poWte her.
bovever, they are very peciflc to the DUIC prom* an hasve no aplim-
tics to quaaty control in a Sewal sense.

Contwclli Tuin MAn Cost Aotons in Pro *da. Robert Bohm#' ON MWos
Valum ,1 oe. , a plioa to or cm a te Solensss Corporationt
kboaber 19"o~

This doement to general in cbaracter; its sain Purpose sIn to be to
sev as a sort of sales talk to prospective clients. It &NwibeN In
qualitatiw tem s=9 of the thins that CC Pernenel do In appaehin
s ems probim, and even bas a faceaile of a CDC frml but I dan t
believe the Paper has any partiula value.
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